Staff and supporters:  
Members of staff  
as at 30 June 2009

298 OF 388 STAFF GAVE CONSENT TO THE PUBLICATION OF THEIR NAME.
Volunteers

MISS MARY BAGTAS
MRS PATRICIA BALL
MRS PATRICIA BARRETT
MS MARCIA BASS
DR KATHRINE BECKER
MRS INGRID BEEREN
MS PHILIPPA BEESTON
MR CHIN-SIANG BEH
REV GRAHAME BICKFORD
MR DARREN BLUMBERG
MS LINDA BRANDON
MRS HELEN BREEKVELDT
MRS MARGARET BREADFORD
MR MICHAEL BROCK
MR JOHN BUCHANAN
MRS TASLIMA CHAUDHURY
MRS MARY CLARK
MRS JEANNETTE CLARKE
PROFESSOR RICHARD CLOUGH
MR GARY COOK
MR JOHN CORBETT
MS HERMINDA CORTEZ
MR WILLIAM COUPLAND
MISS ROSEMARY COX
MS DEBBY CRAMER
DR HELEN CRANE
MS CARMEL CUMMINS-BEZZINA
MRS GWYN CURRAN
MRS MOYA DALY
MRS ROSALIND DAVIE
MRS JAYDITH DAYSON
MS MARJORIE DAY
MR PATRICK DODD
MRS PATRICIA DONNELLY
MRS MARY DRIVER
MRS NINA ELJON
MS NANCY ESSEX
MISS BERENICE EVANS
MS MARGARET EVANS
MS RUBY FARI
MR MAURICE FARRELL
MRS SANDRA FAULKNER
MR ROBERT FAWCETT
MS DIANE FINLAY
MRS ELIZABETH FRANKLIN
MRS LYNNIE FRIZELL
MR TAKASHI FUJITA
MS DOROTHEA GALLACHER
MRS DIANA GARDER
MRS DOROTHY GIBSON
MRS PATRICIA GIBSON
MISS JUDY GIBERT
MRS JANE GRAY
DR KEN GRAY
MR BASIL GRIFFIN
MS ELS GROENENWEGEN
MRS JOAN HANSELL
MS JANE HARRIS
MRS EILEEN HARRISON
MR MILES HARVEY
MRS JUNE HARVISON
MR PETER HAYMAN
MRS ELIZABETH HEFFERNAN
MR ERIC HETHERINGTON
MR KEVIN HEWITT
MR LAWRENCE HINCHLIFE
MRS JEAN HOODEN
MISS HAZEL HOSS
MRS EDNA HUTTON
SHARIA ITIKHAR
MISS WENDY JAMES
MR PHIL JANG
MRS ALLANAH JARMAH
MS JENNIFER JENKINS
MR CLINTON JOHNSTON
MS MIRADADA KARAHASAN
MRS MARIA KAZACOS
MRS JI-YEON KIDDLE
MR RAYMOND KING
MRS MONA KING
MR DAVID LAMBERT
MRS THELMA LEE
MR JEAN LRYALL
MS CLEO LYNCH
MR BRIAN MCDONALD
MRS BETTY MCDOWELL
MRS BETTY MACLEAN
MRS MARY MALBY
MS BARBARA MANCHESTER
MRS MARGARET MANDENO
MRS MARGARET MARSH
MRS ROBIN MATHEWS
MR PETER MAYO
MRS ZOE MIDDLETON
MR REX MINTER
MRS HELEN MONAGHAN
MRS LOTTIE MOTTRAM
MISS JUTEY MURPHY
DR ANDREW NETTING
MISS JUDY NICKLIN
MRS MARGARET O'GRADY
MS MAVEN O'ReILLY
MRS ALISON O'SULLIVAN
MRS LYNNIE PALMER
MRS JUNE PETER
MRS DOROTHY RAMSAY
MISS LORRAINE ROOK
MS JANET RYAN
MS PATRICIA RYAN
MR JOHN RYRIE
MRS ALLISON SHARPE
MISS ROSEMARY SHEER
MISS BETTY SMITH
MISS BEVERLEY SMITH
MRS MARY SMITH
MISS DOROTHY SPRATT
MRS BETTY STARK
MR JOHN STEPHENSON
MRS SYLVIA STONE
MRS MARGARET SWINTON
MRS JAN THOMAS
MR COLIN THOMPSON
MISS NANCY TUCK
MS GAENOR VALLACK
MR GEORGE VEREY
MRS NORMA WALE
DR DAVID WALKER
MR CHARMAN WARDEN
MRS WENDELL WATT
MISS PEG WEBSTER
MRS CORAL WILLIAMS
MS JEANETTE WILLIAMS
MS LYNETTE WILLIAMS
MRS EVEL WURTH
MRS ROSLYN WYLLIE

NOTE: 135 OF 155 VOLUNTEERS GAVE CONSENT TO THE PUBLICATION OF THEIR NAME.
Foundation members, custodians and donors

as at 30 June 2009

We thank and acknowledge the generous support of all our Foundation members and donors.

---

FOUNDATION PHILANTHROPIST

BRUCE & JOY REID FOUNDATION
THE LATE MRS JEAN CARLING
DR RUTH S KERR OAM
NELSON MEERS FOUNDATION
NESTLE AUSTRALIA LTD

---

FOUNDATION LIFE GOVERNOR

IAN & HELEN McCALCHLAN TRUST
MRS TEMPE MEREWETHER OAM & THE LATE MR JOHN MEREWETHER
THE LATE MR HAROLD SCHULTZ
VINCENT FAIRFAX FAMILY FOUNDATION ANONYMOUS (1)

---

FOUNDATION LIFE BENEFACTOR

SIR RON BRIERLEY
MR B G & MRS RACHEL O’CONOR
MR JAMES O FAIRFAX AO
JOHN T REID CHARITABLE TRUSTS
MR HOWARD J LEWIS & MRS BERYL J LEWIS JP
MR MILTON WHITMONT & THE LATE MRS HELEN WHITMONT ANONYMOUS (1)

---

FOUNDATION GOVERNOR BENEFACTOR

MR ROBERT O ALBERT AO RFD RD
THE HON FRANCA AVENNA AM
MR J K BAIN AM & MRS JANETTE BAIN
MR KEN BLOXSOM
GRAHAM & CHARLENE BRADLEY FOUNDATION
FATHER EDMUND CAMPION
MR NEIL GLASSER MHD & MRS NINA GLASSER
THE LATE MR NEVILLE GOVETT DR AM HERTZBERG AO
MR KEVIN W HEWITT
MACQUAIRE BANK FOUNDATION
MORAN HEALTH CARE GROUP PTY LTD
RIO TINTO & RIO TINTO ABORIGINAL FOUNDATION
MRS PENLOPE SEIDLER AM & THE LATE MR HARRY SEIDLER AC OBE
MR DAVID & MRS TRICIA SHERBON
THE SYNTHESES CONSULTING GROUP PTY LTD
THYNE REID FOUNDATION ANONYMOUS (3)

---

FOUNDATION MAJOR BENEFACTOR

MR IAN & MRS HANNE ANGUS ARROWFIELD
DR GEOFFREY CAINS
GORDON DARLING FOUNDATION
MR JOHN B FAIRFAX AM
MR JOHN HOYLE
MRS BARBARA E HUDSON
MR PETER & MRS ELLIE HUNT
MS BELINDA HUTCHINSON AM & ROGER MASSY-GREENE
QANTAS AIRWAYS LIMITED
MR ROBERT E PURVES AM
ST BARBARA LTD

---

FOUNDER MEMBERS

MS JOY STORIE
SYDNEY MECHANICS’ SCHOOL OF ARTS
SIR ARTHUR WELLER CBE & LADY WELLER ANONYMOUS (6)

---

FOUNDATION BENEFACtor

ALLENS ARTHUR ROBINSON
BELALBERI FOUNDATION
CLAYTON UZ
MR JOHN & MRS PATRICIA DIXON
DR ZENY EDWARDS
GILBERT & TOBIN
MORDENT FAMILY
MRS MAURINE GOLDSTON-MORRIS OAM
HENRY DAVIS YORK LAWYERS
THE HON DAVID LEVINE RDF QC MRS ALICE OPEN
DR ALEX ROBERTSON & MRS DOROTHY PEAKE
MS MEG STEWART
MR ROB THOMAS & KYRENA THOMAS ANONYMOUS (8)

---

FOUNDATION SENIOR FELLOW

MISS JEAN M ALLEN
MR W S ABNOTT
BLACK & WHITE COMMITTEE DR KEVIN F BLEASEL AO & THE LATE MRS MARIANNE BLEASEL
MR MARK D J BURROWS AO
CADRY’S HANDWOVEN RUGS
MRS WENDY E CLARKE
MR JON CLEARY-SUNDOWNER
MR BRUCE COURTENAY AM
MRS ROWENA DANDIZGER AM & MR KEN COLES AM
MR RAY & MRS JUNE V COOPER
MR SAM & MRS JANET CULLEN
MR MICHAEL S DIAMOND AM MBE
MR IAN W DICKSON
MRS SARAH M DINGWELL
MR HUBERT EAST & MRS DOROTHY-JOY EAST THE GREATOREX FOUNDATION
MR DEREK A D B HEATH & MRS PRUDENCE HEATH
MR R J LAMBLE AO & MRS JOAN MCCULGUE
LADY LOEWENTHAL
MAPLE-BROWN FAMILY CHARITABLE FOUNDATION
MS ROSLYN G MCDONALD
NSW NURSES ASSOCIATION
THE HON M AILAH PAULMAN AO
MR JOHN B REID AO
MRS RUTH G ROBERTSON
MR JOHN L SHARRE
SOFITEL (ACCOR HOTELS & RESORTS)
THE RODNEY & JUDITH O’NEIL FOUNDATION
TAYLOR’S WINES
MS SUE THOMAS
MR LEO & MRS HEATHER TUTT
MR JAMES WALKER
MR ROBERT J WHITE AO
WOODHEAD INTERNATIONAL ANONYMOUS (10)

---

FOUNDATION FELLOW

ALEXANDER TZANNES ASSOCIATES PTY LTD
EMERITUS PROFESSOR DEREK J ANDERSON
MRS P R ANDREWS
MR HENRY BADGERY & MRS PETA BADGERY
MS LUCY BANTERMALIS
DR CHARLES S BARNES & MRS BEVERLY BARNES
MR JIM BARRETT

---

MR WILLIAM D BLACKSHAW
MR ROBERT J WHITE AO
MR GEOFFREY R GRAHAM
MR DAVID A D B HEATH & MRS JEAN Y HICKS
MR IAN HARPER AM & MRS ROSEMARY HARPER
HARRY PARKES FOUNDATION
THE HON JUSTICE I V GELZ
MR FRANCIS M HOOPER
MR RAY HYSLOP
MR DAVID C JACKSON
MR IAN HARPER AM & MRS ROSEMARY HARPER
HARRY PARKES FOUNDATION
THE HON JUSTICE I V GELZ
MR FRANCIS M HOOPER
MR RAY HYSLOP
MR DAVID C JACKSON
MR IAN HARPER AM & MRS ROSEMARY HARPER
HARRY PARKES FOUNDATION
THE HON JUSTICE I V GELZ
MR FRANCIS M HOOPER
MR RAY HYSLOP
MR DAVID C JACKSON
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HARRY PARKES FOUNDATION
THE HON JUSTICE I V GELZ
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MRS WENDY E CLARKE
DR JOHN CLEVERLEY
PROFESSOR RICHARD CLOUGH AM
MR WALTER J COATSWORTH
MR TULLIO CORRANESCO
MRS KAY COX
MS DEBBY CRAKER & MR BILL CAUKNILL
MRS KATHLEEN CRONIN
MR PETER L CROZIER
MRS PATRICIA A R DALE
MR ROWAN DARKE
MS REBECCA DAVIES
DR RICHARD O DAY
DR MARIE M DE LEPERVANCHE
MR NICHOLAS DETTMANN
MRS ENO DI STEFANO MBE
MRS B H DOLMAN
MR TOM DOWNES
MR MURRAY DOYLE
MRS KONDELEA ELLIOTT
DR ALAN ENGLAND
MS MARGARET EVANS
MR MICHAEL EVERS AM
MR JOHN W FARLEY & MRS JESSIE FARLEY
MR KEVIN T FENNELL PSM
MR LAURIE FERGUSON MP
MRS ROBIN FERRIS
MS JENNIFER J FORSTER
MR ALLAN W J FOWLER
DR HERBERT & MRS VALMAE FREILICH
DR JUDITH A FRYER AM
MS EMMYN N GARLAND
MR JAMES GEDDES
MR JOHN GISSING
DR ALLAN R GLAVILIE
MS LIBBY GLEESON
MR A D GLOVER
MR ERHARD P G GOHL & MRS CHRISTA H GOHL
MR JAMES N GORDON
DR JILL GORDON
DR STANLEY J M GOULSTON
MR BRIAN P J GREG
MISS PAULINE M GRIFFIN AM
MR ROBERT HADLER
PROFESSOR JOHN HAM
MRS ETTA G HAMILTON
MR BRUCE V HAMON
MR BRUCE HARRIS
MS JEAN HART
MR DAVID N H HASSALL
DR VALERIE HAYVATT
MR MICHAEL J HNSHAW
MR ANDREW L HORSLEY
MR AND MRS M HUPALO
MR I M JACHMAN
EMERITUS PROFESSOR MARJORIE JACOBS
MRS MILDRED V JENKINS
MR VINCENT JEWELL
DR ROBERT JOHNSTON
MISS JUNE B JONES
MS NARELLE A KENNEDY
DR JOHN W KENNY
MR RICHARD S KEYWORTH
DR RUSSELL KIFT
MR RICHARD KING
MRS SYLVIA KUNENBERG
EMERITUS PROFESSOR DAME LEONIE KRAMER AC DBE
MR JOHN KUNER
DR PAUL P LARD
MR MILTON LALAS
DR WILLIAM LAND
MRS ANNE LANE
DR P D LARK
DR JOHN LAWRENCE
THE VERY REVEREND GRAEME LAWRENCE
MRS ROSEMARY E LEITCH
MRS ANGELA LIND
MR BARRIE LINDSAY
MR RIC LUCAS
MR PETER W LUCAS
MS MARCH LYNCH
MRS MARYJORY R MACDONALD
MR RICHARD N MARSH
THE HON SIR ANTHONY MASON AC KBE
DR IAN D MCROSSIN
MRS ROSEMARY MCULLOUGH
MRS BETTY & DR R MUEWIN
DR ROBIN C MILACHLAN
MR BRUCE D MCLAREN
MR D S MCM; NAMARA
MS SALLY K MENDEL
MILLIE MILLS
MR J H MITCHELL
DR ANTHONY S MITCHELL
DR GORDON MYALL
MR HAL MYERS
MISS PATRICIA J MARGAR
MS PAULINE NEWELL
MR ALEXANDER F NORWIC
MS CAROLE OBRIEN
MRS CLARICE O’GORMAN
MR VIKTOR PAAR
MISS VALERIE P PACKER
MS PRUDENCE PARKHILL &
MR GEOFFREY BOARD
MR PAUL & MRS VALERIE PARV
MR CHAOVALIT PATAMANONT
MISS JILL PATON
MRS JANNIE PATTISON
SENIOR MARGIE PAYNE
MR AND MRS DOUG G PEACOCKE
MR BENJAMIN POLITZER
MR ROBERT PRYKE
MRS EVA E PURNELL
MR COLLEEN M QUINTON
MISS DOROTHY RAMSAY
DR CON S REED OAM
MRS PAM REGAN
MRS DEANNE ROBERTS
MR PHILIP A ROBINSON
MRS JEANNE ROCKEY
MR IAANTS RONIS
MR MARK ROUFIEF
MR JOHN ROWINES
MRS MARGARET SCHONELL
MRS WENDY B SELMAN
MS MARIAN SEVILLE
MRS MARGARET SCHONELL
MRS ELIZABETH SHEARD
MASTER WILL SHERBON
MISS ANNE SHERBON
MRS ELIZABETH SKEEGH
MS PATRICIA SMITH
MR ROBERT SMITH
MR JOHN SNEDDER
MR GAVIN & MRS NGAREE SOUTER
MR DAVID STAEBL
MRS BEVERLEY STANTON
MS SUSAN STEEDMAN
MR RICHARD J STEVENS
MS C R SUNDBORG
DR LORELLE SWAN
MS WENDY SWINBURN
DR JOHN L SYMONDS
MRS MARGARET H TALACKO
MRS E M THREED
DR M L TINDAL
MR T A TONKIN
MR PAUL TRACEY
MR JOHN VALE
MR CHRISTOPHER M P VASSALL
MRS JAN L VECCHIO
MS VIVI VIVIAN
MRS SHEILA WARBY
DR JANET E WEST
DR ROBERT B WILLIAMS
MR DAVID L WILLIAMS AM
MR RICHARD J B WINGSATE
MR HUBERT O WOODHOUSE
DR DAVID WOODS
DR DONALD J WRIGHT
MR NEIL E WYKES OAM
ANONYMOUS (111)